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to start, you will have the ability to
download a trial version or update an
existing license for the product. you will be
able to check the up-to-date version of the
software on the website. there is a full
overview of each product, as well as
information on how to register and activate
a license. you also have the ability to check
your license usage for all products. in case
you see that the license has expired, you
can deactivate it or extend the license for
another thirty or sixty days. whether you
are a novice software developer looking to
attempt your hand at sql server-related
programming or a professional commercial
software developer looking to add as much
feature as you can, sql toolbelt makes it
simple to incorporate sql server in your day-
to-day operations. sql toolbelt is highly
customizable, and when customized for
your needs, can be a powerful tool in the
hands of your development team. i also
download it and import the installation
folder to the server sql server program, it
was downloaded, working perfectly. other
than that, its a great product. i use the sql
compare tool and i lost them all when there
was a problem with the sql update this
morning, i believe that the tools are all
installed, but that is due to the time lapse. i
hope that this function can be restored.
this is a great piece of software, and can be
used to identify and eliminate the problems
of developers that make developers sad.
sql toolbelt lets you see the full details of
the changes made, such as who did what,
at what time, and why. after just a few
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seconds, youll be able to preview the
differences in the changes made by all of
your processes.
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